No. OGN.CAB.2014/255

The Statistical, Economic and Social Research and Training Centre for Islamic Countries (SESRIC), a subsidiary organ of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), presents its compliments to the Esteemed Embassies of OIC Member Countries, and has the honour to inform that the Centre is supporting the World Islamophobia Congress that will be held in Congressium International Convention & Exhibition Centre on 11-13 September 2014 in Ankara, Republic of Turkey. The Congress will be organized within the framework of IMEX2014 which includes two simultaneous events: World Islamophobia Congress and World Islamic Trade Fair.

In this respect, the Centre would highly appreciate if the Esteemed Embassies of the OIC Member Countries could kindly share the enclosed information note about the World Islamophobia Congress with the relevant authorities in their respective countries to encourage their participation. The Centre would also like to inform that all the relevant information and updates about the Congress could be accessed by visiting the official website: http://www.worldislamophobiacongress.com

The Centre avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Embassies of OIC Member Countries the assurances of its highest consideration.

To: Embassies of the OIC Member Countries

Enc: Information Note about the World Islamophobia Congress
WORLD ISLAMOPHOBIA CONGRESS

VENUE: Congressium International Convention & Exhibition Centre, Ankara, Republic of Turkey

DATE: 11-13 September 2014

SIMULTANEOUS EVENT: The World Islamophobia Congress will be organized within the framework of IMEX2014 which also includes World Islamic Trade Fair

COORDINATORS & SPONSORS:
- Prime Ministry of Republic of Turkey
- Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TIKA)
- Presidency of Religious Affairs of Republic of Turkey
- Statistical, Economic, Social Research and Training Centre for Islamic Countries (SESRIC)
- General Secretariat of Developing 8 Countries (D8)
- Marmara University
- Institute of Strategic Thinking
- Religious Affairs Foundation of Republic of Turkey
- Turkish Standards Institution (TSE)
- Independent Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Association (MÜSİAD)

AIM: During the Congress, the eminent scholars from a wide range of disciplines will discuss the legal, political, sociological aspects of Islamophobia. The Congress will also provide a great opportunity for establishing an intellectual network with academicians, activists, experts from different countries. All of the deliberations during the congress will be compiled as proceedings.

REGISTRATION The participants should complete their registration through filling the registration form at:

http://worldislamophobiacongress.com/registration/

All the updates regarding IMEX2014 will also be accessible on:

http://www.worldislamophobiacongress.com

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact by:

Email: info@dominoturizm.com.tr
Phone: +90 312 447 46 45
Fax: +90 312 448 03 22